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For the Period July 1962-through June 1963
William H. Jesse, Director
Sketches by Jim Trotter
The University of Tennessee Library, Knoxville .
1A LIB R A R Y I S FOR S E R V ICE .
A library i$ not a storehouse or a museum; it is not just a
quiet place to wait out a rainy afternoon. A library is an agency
meant for service, and in 1962/63 the University of Tennessee
libraries served more people more times than ever before.
In Knoxville, personal book use rose more than 25 per cent.
In Memphis, circulation of books increased from 80,216 volumes
last year to 134,246; and at Martin, book use went from 26,862 volumes
to 34,721. Interlibrary loans for the state-wide system last year
totaled 3,407 volumes borrowed or lent; in 1962/63 there were 7,134
books lent to other libraries and 1,458 borrowed from other libraries.
Although it is true tha·t more people are coming to school now
than ever before, library use at Tennessee seems to imply more than
merely a reflection of increased enrollment, "hich was the reason for
the last substantial rise in book circulation.
This was in the school year of 1945/46.rhe regular-session
enrollment at Knoxville rose 132 per cent (from 2,237 to 5,202).
The librarianTs report for that same period announced a 52.4%
increase in the circulation of books. The following year,
enrollment and circulation rose 60% and 77% respectively. These
were, of course, the famous first years of the GI Bill, and the rise
in library use was directly traceable to the rise in enrollment, which
in Knoxville went from 2,237 to 8,405 in two years.* Book use
reached a peak (237,627) in 1948/49, then 'leclined for the next five
years.
An upward trend began in 1954/55, slight until a sudden jump
in 1959/60, the year the Undergraduate Library opened. Investigation
showed that, unlike in 1946, it was more use per student, rather than
use by more students, which was responsible for the increased book use
(from 199,870' to 253,378). Since 1958/59, book circulation has risen
100%, from 199,870 to 400,131. Enrollment**increased 23% over the same
period of time. The chart following indicates how far, percentagewise,
the circulation of books has risen above enrollment.
* THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE RECORD, Vol. 48, No.3, May 1945; Vol. 50,
No.3, May 1947.
**Fall quarter, Knoxville residence only. From a corrmunication, "Uni-
versity of Tennessee Enrollments," by Truman Pouncey, Dean of
Admissions and Records. Dated December 1, 1962.
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Library use is an actuality in the schedule of today!s student.
(This was not always so, of course: Many an alumnus uppn a Homecoming
visit, finding himself unaccountably in the library, brings forth one
of the [alas] stock Old-Grad gambits: "I don't believe I was ever in
the library before." which is supposed to be quite funny. It isn't,
but in his case it may very well be true.) Faculty insistence upon use
of library materials is one reason. Another, to quote the Librarian
at Yale. is thac "... the undergraduate is a more serious student
than former1y."""* This is a nationwide trend. and we made note of it
*Adjusted. See Table, "Comparison of Personal-Use Circulation," in
Appendix.
**"Report of the Librarian," BULLETIN OF YALE UNIVERSITY, Series 59,
No. 13. 1 July 1963.
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in the 1960/61 Annual Report. We also said
Few observable trends in higher education have come about
so rapidly and affected so universally both the small and
the large college and university.
Heavy book use generally calls for more staff in the public
service areas (in 1946 we poured help there: fifteen full-time
people in the Circulation Department, where only one year earlier
had labored six), but 'our people in Public Services are handling the
increased traffic quite effectively, possibly because of, initially,
careful staff selection, plus low turnover and the simplification of
routines which followed the chaos of 19l~6 (three different cards or
slips in three separate locations were once necessary in charging out
one book) . We do need additional staff in Technical Processes to
buy, catalog, and prepare for use the books required for a vigorous
graduate program and a library-oriented undergraduate curriculum. We
do, as always and forever we will, need books.
But the greatest need, the crying need at this moment, is
for space.
THE NEE D FOR SPA C E
Projected notions of adequacy in library facilities which
were made even a few years ago' are completely unrealistic today.
They should be discarded and new ones evolved, before the lack of
library space becomes a drag on the University's progress.
Space for Books
For example, the Undergraduate Library, occupied in 1959 with
a projected future of adequacy for at least eight years, will reach
total working capacity in less than two more years, if dIe present
rate of addit~ons prevails. UGLls net gain in 1962/63 was 5,053
volumes, making a total of 31,824 books on shelves scheduled to
hold 40,000 at full capacity.
Book space in the branches is critical, too. Sometimes
the only way we can add new titles to a branch library is to
remove some of the old ones, as we regularly do at Engineering,
even though they may not yet be obsolete or ready for storage.
This happens at Agriculture, too, and at Biology, though the latter
will be relieved, to an extent, when its new quarters are ready.
-l.~-----~
4The Law Library is crying for the stack space we have been
using these many years for the overflow from Main and the branches.
All books and materials from t'1ain whi.ch were stored in the Law stacks
are now back at Main, but there is still so much material from the
branches that new Law additions have no place to go. This space has
been a· godsend for the past ten or more years, and now that Law wants
it, needs it, the Law Library should have no cause to regret its
generosity.
In the Main Library stacks, book space has run out on the
third level, where are tOi.lJ2d the collections in history, philosophy
and religion, documents, etc. Shifts are being made to the basement
level, the least attractive and most utilitarian of the three reader-
book areas.
The Main Library stacks will, within the next two years,
reach a condition which will force us, unwillingly, to face the
decision as to which is less objectionable: to encroach upon the
space for readers so arduously come by; or to sacrifice the comfort
effectiveness, and convenience of the six foot-centered stacks. We
do not want to do either of these things, but we cannot place shelving
around the walls, because wall space is taken up by the carrels, even
now in short supply. When the time comes that we must make a move,
we will more than likely choose to narrow the aisles and crowd the
levels, with all the disadvantages and discomforts this answer will
loose. The aspect of flexibility was kept in mind and adhered to
strenuously when the new addition was built, and the luminous
ceilings in Undergraduate, Special Collections, and on the main level
make for truly flexible arrangements. Channel lighting, however, was
installed on the third and ground floors, and it will be no small job
to arrange the 3~ldlves for the maximum illumination. Nevertheless,
difficult or not, we would rather tackle the problem of physical
rearrangement, with all its headaches, than lose another reader station.
Space for Readers
In general, the seating capacity of a new building
should be based on the anticipated growth over a twenty-year
period. Accommodations for at least one-third of the student
body will be essential. The changing concept of the role of
the library . . . may make necessary an upward revision of
this figure. *
*"ALA Standards for College Libraries," COLLEGE AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES,
July 1959, Vol. 20, pp. 274-80.
5This is what the American Library Association saiQ in 1959.
In 1963, library building planners and consultants agree with educators
that 1I 0ne-third of the student bodyll is now a minimum; they hesitate
to recommend anything which falls much below ~O%, and many of them
hold out for 50% of the student enrollment finding seats in the
library at a given time.
The University of Tennessee libraries at Knoxville can seat
16.7% of the Fall T62 enrollment. This is 1.0% less than we could
~eat last year. If published enrollment predictions come true (18,000
In the Fall of 196~), next year we will be able to seat slightly more
than_10 per cent.
This is an alarming portent. There is no indication that
the students will fall away from library use. A combination of
causes sends th~ student to the library, among them the growing
emphasis on the library as a teaching instrument; the higher
standards for matriculation which admit the more serious student
only; the lack of study space elsewhere on the campus. This last
is a tremendous factor in the increase of library use, but those
who crowd the library day after day and night after night are
using library resources. as the great rise in book circulation
proves.
A tenet once held by librarians--the person sitting at a
library table should be using library materials--is giving way, at
least it is at Tennessee, to the knowledge that the student has
to have some place to go to get his studying done, whatever material
he is studying from. A stroll through the Undergraduate Library,
the student lounge, the card catalog hall, the Reference Room, the
corridors, will reveal ·the extent to which reader stations are used
in the Main Library. They, like the hotel rooms in wartime Was~ington,
hardly have time to cool off.
In the main stacks, there are lLj·l carrels and 7 studies for
graduate students and research worl<ers. Tennessee I s growing graduate
school, presently one of the three largest in the South, had 2,080
students enrolled in the Fall of 1962. Carrels c.re assigned
only to those who are actually writing a thesis (or doing work which
their professor deems comparable). ['lost carrel assigrLT,en.ts G.re
divided between two people, some among three.
Conditions in the branch libraries are much worse. There
undergradua.tes vie with graduate and research worl<ers for the sparse
seating, and there, for the greater pare, seat space is lacking.
At the Science Library, one table and eight chairs from the reading
room were lost when Chemistry had to reclaim the libraryTs workroom.
The Biology Library, in its new quarters, will have 50 seats in
comparison with the 23 presently offered. This is a terribly small
number with which to serve the students in the biological sciences.
I
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Students who enroll to do graduate or research work in an
institution expect, and rightly, the provision of study"and work
facilities in the library as we~l as in the laboratory.
By the same token, undergraduates "should find their needs
amply provided for in carefully chosen collections of basic works
in all the disciplines of the college curriculum, a well-stocked
reference section, and a liberal provision of recreational reading;."*
A new, separately housed undergraduate library is sorely
needed. This accomplished, there will be available in the Main
Library approximately 10,000 square feet for general library
expansion. Plans for this eventuality should be going forward
at this moment, before the lack of space for readers and library
service causes a slowdown in the University's "march toward
greatness."
UT/ARL
Me0iliership in the Association of Research Libraries is by
invitation only and is limited to libraries of institutions devoted
to and actively engaged in comprehensive, growing research programs
and graduate study at the doctoral level. It is the principal or-
ganization of the major research libraries and is concerned with all
problems confronting research libraries and with the improvement of
the scholarly resources of the country. The University of Tennessee
is fortunate to have been invited to join ARL, but acceptance poses
vulnerability, for the members are strong and tough, and it takes
some serious effort to keep up with them. Tables in the Appendix
show the relative standings in certain categories of the academic
members of ARL. It will be noted that Tennessee is well below the
median figure in all breakdowns save one--the per cent of total
library expenditures spent for books, periodicals and binding.
We stand in 38th place in the amount we spend for books (out of 63
institutions), but we are in 18th place in percentage (39.46) spent.
The median in this category is 34.53 per cent.
OPE RAT I N G
This means we are spending a very small part of our budget
on operating, funds which are not adequate at the present time for
expenses which grow year by year. We cannot cut down on books,
periodicals, and binding, nor on salaries. It is quite apparent
that additional money for operating expenses must be added to the
existing budget.
*"The Problem of Library Special Collections, II by Thomas H. English
(Professor of English at Emory University), a paper presented to the
Librarians' Group of the University Center in Georgia at Emory Univer-
sity, November 16, 1962, and published in SOUTHEASTERN LIBRARIAN, Fall
~._.I.ss.u.e.).1.9.63•. _
7Librarians ay'e notcY·:lc;js.'Ly prone to "rndke do" ·';,.Iith what is
at hand. Even libraries with holdj.cg::3 and staff ~,\Ihich are complementary
to the program may skimp on sLIpplies EE:<cl struggle wi1:h outmoded~
makeshift equipment which eats up staff :bOUI'S end produces, at best,
shoddy results. The amount ewe spe"td for 'IOther Operating (supplies,
equipment~ telephone, travel, ~aintenance and repair, postage and
express) }las risen in the last ten years from $7,745 to $22,511, with
the greatest increase in the category of cOlTUTlunications ..·-telephone
and postage. We have, other than replacements, bought very little
new equipment over the years. Last year, however, we overcame our
native caution and hired two Xe'.:'ox copiers, bought rnicroprint reader-
printers, a postage meter, an offset duplicator, a heavy-duty stapler,
and a turnstile, plus the more ordinary equipment, as shelving, desks,
file cabinets, card catalog cases, choirs, typewl'iters, and light
fixtures.
Xerox is paying its way: the machines (one in Main, one in
Science) cost, through June 30, $j3, 23 fl; t:hey took in, during that
same period, $3,689. These copiers are fantastically easy to use,
and their product is generally so clean and clear that a student
who might be tempted to tear a page out of a book o:c bound volume
(it has happened, I am sorry to say), or walk out with the volume
under his shirt, would rather spend a dime or two to have the passage
copied than run the risk of being caught muti.lating or attempting to
steal state property. We expect our losses from pilfering will be
reduced, because of the turnstile, of course, and in great measure
because of the Xerox.
The Science Library uses its machine to copy the tables of
contents of the various journals, which eliminates the necessity of
routing the periodical itself to faculty who may not be interested
in the articles in that particular issue.
The Filmac 100 Reader-Printer makes hard, or paper, copies
from transparent film (microfilm on rolls, microfiche), which is of
much benefit to scholars who must rely on microform items in their
research. With the Filmac they can make an eye-legible print of
their material, thus eliminating laborious copying from the micro-
image. (This. machine is a reader in itself; the printer is not
obligatory, but can be used whenever desired.)
These examples of time- and work-saving equipment which
libraries hesitate to order (or, in all fairness, seldom have the
money to order) are in the forefront of the approach to automation.
Automation is a factor in everybodyls futEre, libraries most certainly
included, and we should try not to back away from it or fall behind
in the use of new and effective machines with their accuracy, speed,
and economy, particularly when staff is so hard to get and to keep,
particularly the staff for routine and clerical jobs .
..J...__' _____
THE D 0 0 K C O,L L E C T ION
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In the ARL breakdown Expenditures for Books, Binding and
Periodicals, Tennessee is thirty-eighth with $307,393.00, as compared
co $252;617 last year (thirty-ninth). Next year's book budget for
Knoxville stands at $300,000, which represents budgeted funds only,
does not include anticipated gifts nor the book budgets of Memphis,
Martin, and Extension. We are grateful for this administrative and
state support, indicating as it does a growing concern for and in-
terest in library holdings.
A total of 38,623 volumes were added to the collections,
compared to 35,648 last year. Memphis added 1,910, or 257 more
than last year. Martin's total added was 2,706 for 1962/63.
Some of the outstanding materials secured by Knoxville last
year are listed below:
Modern Languages and Literature
Camus, Albert
Oeuvres completes. Andre Souret, editeur. Paris, Imprimerie Nationale,
1962-6 volumes.
Godfrey, Thomas
Juvenile poems on various subjects. With the prince of Parthia, a
tragedy ... Philadelphia, Printed by Henry Miller, 1765.
Holinshed, Raphael
... The ... Chronicles of England, Scotlande, and Irelande ... London,
Imprinted for I. Harrison [1577] 2 volumes.
Of great interest to our Shakespeare scholars and considered
indispensable to the teaching of graduate Shakespeare courses.
Pforzheimer, Carl Howard
The Carl H. Pforzheimer library, English literature, 1475-1700. New
York. Privately printed. [The Morrill Press]. 1940. 3 volumes.
Pypin, Aleksaridr Nikolaevich
Istoriia russkoi literatury ... 1902-03. 4 volumes.
A significant addition to our Russian Literature collection.
Valery, Paul
Cahiers. Paris, Centre national de la recherche scientifique. 1957.
Three centuries of English and American plays: Elizabethan, Shakespeare,
Jacobean, 1516-1641 [Microprint].
J. _
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Philosophy
Bayle, Pierre
Oeuvres diverses de Mr. Pierre Bayle ... A la Hoye Chez P. Husson,
T. Johnson, etc. 4 volumes.
Bentham, Jeremy
The works of Jeremy Bentham. New York. Russell and Russell. 11
volumes.
Fine Arts
Campbell, Colin
Vitruvius britannicus; or, The British architect ... London, the author,
1717-71. 5 vplumes.
Containing the plans, elevations and sections of the regular buildings,
both public and private in Great Britain.
Denkmaler des Theaters ... Wien, W. Krieg, 1926. 12 volumes.
Popularly known as the Monumenta Scenica. Consists of twelve
portfolios, each with several score matted plates, each portfolio
covering a specific aspect of theatre.
Revue belge d'archeologie et dThistoire de l'art ...Bruxelles et Paris,
Librarie national d'art et d'histoire [1931J. Volume 1-27, 1931-1958.
Ridolfi, Carlo
Le maraviglie dell 'arte ... Venetia, G. B. Sgaua, 1648. 2 volumes.
Verve; an artistic and literary quarterly ... Paris [Imprimerie des
beaux-arts. 1937-J
Various volumes toward the completion of our file including no. 33/34
(La Bible by Chagall) and no. 37/38 (Dessins pour la Bible by Chagall)
Bibliographies
Medina, Jose Toribio
Biblioteca hispanoamericana, 1493-1810 ... Santiago de Chile, Fondo
Historico y Bibliografico Jose Toribio Medina, 1958-1962. 7 volumes.
New York. Public Library. Slavonic Division.
Dictionary catalog of the Slavonic collection ... Boston, G. K. Hall,
1959. 26 volumes.
Pan American Union. Columbus Memorial Library.
Index to Latin American Periodical Literature, 1929-1960 ... Boston,
G. K. Hall, 1962, 8 volumes.
,I
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Pohler 5 ,Johann
Biblioteci:3. h.ist:ol'icoL~lTLilitaris ... Leipzig, Lang. 1889-99. I.j. volumes.
Reuss, Jeremias David
Repert-orium commentationum societatibus litterariis editorum. Gottingae,
apud HenricL'.rn Dieterich, 1801-21 (Reprint) 16 volumes.
Precedes the Royal Society of Catalogue of Scientific Papers and
is valuable index to publications of the learned societies of various
countries from the time of the founding of each society to 1800.
Others
Archives of Maryland, V. 1-67, 1883-1954.
Cartesao, Armando
Portugaliae monumenta cartographica ... Lisboa,
v centenario de morte de Infante D. Henrique)
1960 - (Comemoracoes do
4 volumes.
A collection of Portuguese charts and maps with accompanying text
including the earliest known as well as those of the 16th and 17th
centuries. The volumes contain a wealth and variety of cartographic
specimens whose historical and scientific value and interest are
unexcelled.
Fortescue, Sir John William
History of the British Army. .. London, Macmillan and Co., Limited,
1910-1930. 13 volumes in 14.
----- Maps and plans illustrating Fortescue's History of the British
Army ... London, Macmillan and Co., Limited, 1915-1930. 6 volumes.
Haywood, John
Manual of the laws of North Carolina, arranged under distinct heads in
alphabetical orderoo.2nd ed. Raleigh, 1808. 2 volumes bound in one.
Added because of our interest in John Haywood and because of the
early historical relationship between North Carolina and Tennessee.
Germany. Reichstag. Verhandlungen des Reichstags, V. 326-458 (1919-33)
[Microcard] .
Great Britain Privy Council
Acts of the Privy Council of England. V. I-XLIII (1542-1628) [Microcard]
Michaux, Francois Andre
Travels to the westward of the Allegany Mountains in the states of Ohio,
Kentucky and Tennessee, and return to Charlestown, through the upper
Carolinas. London, J. Mawman, 1805.
The much-sought-after Mawman (350 p.) edition of this basic volume
of early travels in the southern states; essential, along with less
complete e~itions, to collections of Tennesseana.
fG I r T S
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T.he third ~ve<iT" 5.n the cause of IJbra2Y development found
$23,000 added to the book income &nd chaut five thousand books
and special materials added to the collection.s. Under the joint
superintendence of the Director of Libraries and the Program
Coordinator, John C. Hodges~ the Library Development Program,
though still very much in its infancy, is showing signs of becoming
a source of appreciable income for book buying .. Totals since its
beginning in the fall of 1959 are $58~39l in cash and 18,595 books,
manuscripts, and other special items.
From January 1962 through J'une 1963, outstanding cash donations
were made by the Department of Romance Languages ($5,000); Jesse
D. Levy, Class of 1913 ($1,000); and one thousand dollars each from
the Better English Fund, the Hamilton National Bank, Wbite Stores,
Inc., and John C. Hodges. The Tennessee Eastman Company, in what
they termed ITpartial repayment" for the cooperation the University
and its libraries have shown the Company, gave $3,000 to buy library
materials "for science and research.:'
Among titles purchased with gifts are such substantial,
additions as Holinshed's Chronicles; Oeuvres diverses de Mr. Pierre
Bayle, 4 volumes; The works of Jeremy Bentham; Vitruvius britannicus,
or The British architect~ 5 volumes; Index to Latin American periodi-
cal literature, 1929~1960; Bib1ioteca historico-militaris) 4 volumes;
Biblioteca hispanomericana~1493-1810, 7 volumes~ by Jose Toribio
Medina; and others.
Gifts to the Special Collections Library included the very
desirable manuscript collections cited below:
Brownlow, William Gannaway, 1805-1877.
Tennessee governor, journalist, clergyman.
Papers, 1831-1877. 25 pieces. Includes correspondence, addresses, and
governorTs messages. Gift of Mrs. Edward Ashe.
Hooper, Ben W., 1870-1857.
Tennessee lawyer, governor, 1911-1916; member of United States Labor
Board, 1921-1926. Additional papers, 1943-1955. ca. 500 pieces.
CorrespondencE, clippings, photographs, etc. Gift of Mr. Lemuel
Hooper.
Hoskins, James D.
Educator, President of University of Tennessee, 1934-1946.
Papers. ca. 7,500 pieces. Correspondence and related material pertaining
to the University. Includes also many of the papers of Presidents H. A.
Morgan, Charles Dabney, and Brown Ayres.
Krutch, Joseph Wood. Author and critic. Born, Knoxville, Tennessee,
now of Arizona. More Lives Than One. Two drafts of the autobiography.
lypescripts showing changes and corrections. Gift of Mr. Krutch .
.l. --------------
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Mitchell fiJmily.
Prominent early residents of VJashington County, Tennessee
PiJpers, 1778-1950. ca. 250 pieces. Mostly relating to Washington County,
Tennessee. Includes deeds, wills, letters, land grants, charts, and
miscellaneous legal documents. Scattered through the collection are
such names as John Sevier, Samuel Doak, and Elihu Embree. Contains
much material concerning the carly settlement of Brownsborough. Gift
of Mr. Thomas Pyle.
Related correspondence, typescripts, galley proofs,
Gift of Dr. Thaler.
Thaler, Alwin.
Retired University of Tennessee Professor.
scholar.
Literary manuscripts.
etc. ca. 1500 pieces.
Author, renowned Shakespearean
S T A F F ACT I V I TIE S
The total staff once again maintained and awarded the Mary
E. Baker Scholarship to a nonprofessional staff member, this year to
Miss Colene Siler, Undergradutlte Library assistant, Reserve Book
Room.
Number 15 in the Librtlry Lecture Series was delivered on
March 26 by Dr. William S. Dix, Librtlrian, Princeton University.
His paper, "The International Role of the University Library," was
published in the fifth volume of library lectures, along with
Lecture 13, "The Growing Giant: The Science-Technology Library,"
by Dorothy M. Crosland, and Lecture lQ, "The University Library in
Violent Transition," by Ralph L. Ellsworth. !"liss Ann Mitchell,
Assistant Reference Librarian, edited the voiume, which was published
by the UT Press.
Betty K. Adams, Agricultural Librarian, and John Dobson,
Special Collections Librarian, co-edited THE TENNESSEE LIBRARIAN, .
the journal of the Tennessee Library Association. Gene i'1. Abel,
Administrative Assistant, was the business manager of the journal.
Emmett McGeever resigned as Science Librarian to become Head
of Reference, Science and Technology Division of the Library of
Congress. Don Jett, Assistant Reference Librarian, was appointed
to succeed Mr. McGeever in the Science Library.
Thomas T. Rogero, Cataloger, was transferred to the post of
Engineering Library. From April 25 until August 19 Mr. Rogero
supervised both Engineering and Science, while Mr. Jett finished
his library school work at Florida State University.
13
The Director was asked to assist several colleges and
schools in planning libraries, either new, remodeled or expanded.
Among them were Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa.; Medical College
of Virginia; Dade County Junior College in Miami; Berea and
Western Kentucky State College; Belmont College in Nashville;
the Oral Roberts University in Tulsa. The University of Concepcion
in Chile and Western College fo~ Women in Oxford, Ohio, called upon
him for assistance a· second time, as did Coker College in Hartsville,
South Carolina, and Charlotte College, North Carolina.
In connection with his interest in library buildings and
architecture, he was elected to the Buildings Committee for College
and University Libraries, Library Administration Division. The
Association of Research Libraries made him its representative to
the American Standards Association as chairman of Committee Z85 on
Library Equipment and Supplies.
He continued as a member of the Council on Library Resources
cOmrrUttee which was established to assist and advise in the prepara-
tion of a book on library buildings, and as the chairman of the
Higher Commission's Library Committee for the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools. Also for the Southern Association, he
visited Alabama A & M College as a member of the evaluative team
for the self-survey. He took part in the meetings of state, regional,
and national library associations, was a guest speaker at the Kentucky
Library Association meeting.
His article, fTThe University of Tennessee Library Lecture
Series, 1949-1963." appeared in the April issue of STECHERT-HAFNER
BOOK NEWS.
LIBRARY STATISTICAL P£PORT
June 30, 1903
CATALOGED MATERIALS
Books
446,279
18,(d7
21,905
14.754
8,680
19,607
18,679
61,966
31,813
61
642,381
• •• 4,888
• ~J,2GO
• " • % .. 503
'742,03T
. .
-----::-:-:::-
. . .
9,201)
EXTENSION DIVISION •
MEMPHIS DIVISION •
MARTIN DIVISION ••
. KN()XV f.LU: DIVIS ION
Mai.n Library, ..•.••..•••••.••.
(Undergraduate: 31,824; Special Collections:
Agriculture Library ••
Agriculture ExperLment StatLon •
Biology Library, ',.r ••••
Business Administration Library.
Education Library •.••••••
Engineering Library ••
Law Library. , • • ••.••
Science Library ••
Museum • • • • •
Manuscripts
Spec ial Collections Library•.• • •• , •. , ••..ca 160,000
OTHER MATERIALS
KNOXVILLE DIVISION
Congressional hearings
Congressional bills .•
Other government materials . •
M.aps .. • . • 0 • • 0
Newspapers
Storage boxes, unbound issues.
Portfolios, unbound issues.
Telephone directories •••
College Catalogs' •
State documents
15,516
70 linear feet
724 linear feet
53,000
621
?O
188
fi 70
11,900
MARTIN DIVISION
Sound recordings •
Microtext.. • •••
Pamphlets •••••••
. . .
o • 0 • . . . . . . "
6?6
540
32,065
MEMPHIS DIVISION
Microtext.
Pamphlets •••• . . .
82
456
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CIRCULATION
1962/63
=== .....
Personal Reserve t Interlibrary Totals
Loans
Lent
Knoxvi lIe
Main Library
Circulation 106,776 ------- 3,395 ------ 110,171
Reference ------- ------- ----- 799 799
Undergraduate 55,343 67,921 ----- ------ 123,264
Special Collections 2,264 ------- ----- ------ 2,264
Documents 1,104 6 ----- ------ 1,110
MAIN LIB. TOTALS 165,487 67,927 3,395 799 237,608
Al1:ricu1ture 6,259 4,184 246 40 10,729
Biology Library 3,780 750 72 ------ 4,602
Business Adm. 5,580 18,509 245 ------ 24,334
Education 22,619 6,178 21 ------ 28,818
Engineering 6,225 1,217 294 8 7,744
Law No report made ------- ------- ----- ------ -------
Science 7,840 834 428 194 9,296
KNOXVILLE TOTALS 217,790 99,599 4,701 1,041 323,131
Memphis 125,620 5,788 2,430 408 134,246
Martin 19,655 15,054 3 9 34,721
GRAND TOTALS 363,065 120,441 7,134 1,458 492,098
Comparison of Personal-Use Circulation
1961/62 1962/63 Increase Per Cent
Loan Desk 93,570 110,171 16,601 17 .7
Undergraduate 94,626 123,264 28,638 30.2
Ag"ricu1 ture 10,427 10,729 302 2.8
Biology 4,068 4,602 534 13 .1
Business 25,144 24,334 -810 -3,2
Education 26,352 28,818 2,466 9.3
Engineering 4,384 7,744 3,360 76.6
Science 6,316 9,296 2,980 47.1
Special Collections 1,515 2,264 749 49.4
TOTALS 266,402 321,222 54,820 25.7
(In November 1963 a new method of counting circulation was evolved:
only materials actually charged out would henceforth be counted; the
categories would be "Personal Use,lI "Reserves" and "Interlibrary Loans."
This eliminates "Use in Building" counts, which was used last year.
The chart on page 2 reflects an adjusted circulation total based on
the above table.)
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RE.F'f.:RENCE
'')6.:/63
Questions
Answered
17,100
• 6,987
•• 5,004
232
53
204
132
459
• • • •. 171
216
• • • ill
13,4!?8
CI • • .. • • • • • • • • • 3,642
Knoxville
Main
Reference
Undergraduate • • • • • • • • • • ••
Documents • <
Special Collections •••••
Agriculture ••••••.•••••••
Biology Library • • • •
Business Administration.
Engineering ••••••••
Science ... " ~ . 0 8 •
KNOXVILLE TOTALS
Memphis •
GRAND TOTALS
17
CATALOGING
1962/63
Vo1s. in Volumes Trans- Trans- With- Total
Library Added ferred ferred drawn Volumes
Library 6/30/62 1962/63 to from 6/30/63
General Collection 388,762 17,719 122 640 , 709 405,254
Unde rgradua te 26,771 4,935 265 37 110 31,824
Special Collections 8,103 1,013 85 0 0 9,201
Agricul ture 17,986 653 13 0 15 18,637
Agric. Exper. Sta. 21,626 288 0 1 8 21,905
Biology 14,182 608 10 0 46 14,754
Business Adm. 7,162 1,405 145 3 29 8,680
Education 18,225 1,529 82 12 217 19,607
Engineering 18,136 766 37 94 166 18,679
Law 60,097 1,865 5 1 0 61,966
Science 30,200 1,493 64 40 4 31,813
Museum 58 3 0 0 0 61
Knoxville Totals 611,308 32,377
--- ---
1,304 642,381
Extension Division 3,310 1,630
--- ---
52 4,888
Memphis Division 56,350 1,910
--- ---
----- 58,260
Martin Division 33,939 2,706
--- ---
142 36,503
•
GRAND TOTALS 704,907 38,623
--- ---
1,498 742,032
MISCELLANEOUS
Item Knoxville Memphis Martin Extension Totals
Periodicals recd. 3,452 1,039 469 69 5,029
Newspapers recd. 43 2 13 2 60
----------------------- ----------1--------------- """ __ ~""".."._..... ftl:O ------
Personnel
Professional libns. 28 5 4 2 39
Nonprofessionals 59 5 6 -- 70
87 10 10 2 109
----------------------- ------------------
-------f---------- ------
Hours of student 30,867 2,880 1,992
--
'i5 , 739
assistance
-----------------------
----------
------- ------ ----------
------
Money recd. from fines $11,184
Money recd. for lost 662
books
J..-..-------------
EXPENDITURES
1962/63
Item Knoxville Hemphis Martin Extension fotals
Personal Services
Staff $306,818 $45,290 $35,525 $12,300 $399,933
Student 28,005 2,880 1,195 559 32,639
Other -------- 3,024 463 1,279 4,766
Totals $334,823 $51,194 $37,183 $14,138 $437,338
Books & Related Stock
Books 179,153 8,044 14,104 8,139 209,440
Periodicals 51,283 14,792 4,976 387 71 ,438
Package Lib. Material ------- ------ ------ 512 512,
Total 230,436 22,836 19,080 9,038 281,390
Binding 20,383 4,371 1,237 12 26,003
Total books, etc., &
bi.nding 250,819 27 ,207 20,317 9,0'>0 307,393
Other Operating
Equipment 9,752 918 968 532 12,170
Supplies 3,996 2,962 1,314 388 8,660
Telephone 4,920 ----- 144 215 5,279
Postage, express 1,230 352 88 288 1 , 9 "i8
Trave 1 1,483 767 135 1,019 3,404
Maintenance, repair 779 375 137 50 1 , 'S41
Other 351 225
-5 877 1,448
22,511 5,599 2,781 3, V;9 34,260
GRAND TOTALS $608,153 $ 84,000 S; 60,281 $ 26,557 $778,991
T,)tal institutional expenditures for educational and general ..• $20,592,970.30
Ratio 0f library expenditures ..• 3.78 per cent I-'co
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ASsoc:u.nOll OF RESUAL:1I LIBIlARIJ!S
snnsncs 1962/63
INSnTUTION COLLECnONs P!!IlSONNEL EllPENDlnJru:S
Acad&mi.c
(I)
VOls. in
library
(2)
Vols ..
8cqrd.
(3)
Vals.
with-
drawn
(4)
Voh.
added
(5)
Prof.
Btatf
(6)
Hon-
prof.
staff
(7)
Tocal
staff
m
Hours
of
student
aSBotJi.
m
Lowest
begin.
prof.
sal. pd.
(TOj
Books.
Periodl-
ca 1S.
Etc.
(TIl
Binding
( 12)
Total
BOoks
•Binding
(m
Total
salaries
•
wages
(141
Otber
opera-
ting
expendi -
cures
(15)
Total
library
operating
expenditures
1. Harvard 7,073,669 195,577 53,161 lLt2,J96 J 60 314 474 103,550 $5,250 $969,302 $199,515 $1,168,817 $2,649,796 $756,787 $4,775,402 (1)
2. Yale 4,693,072 119,946 123 199 322 5,020 605,416 805,416 1,320,651 2,126,067 (2)
+ # 3. Illinois 3,634,643 108,823
..- f) 4. Michigan University
----------- -
+ 1/ S. C;,;,Lurubi ..
125,756
91,430 21,434 75,996
149
136.2
111
144
127.5
160
293
263.7
291
117,240
215,404
142,248
5,500
5,400
5,500
906,585
736,871
460,324
72,869
104,700
906,505
809,740-
565,024
1,747,785
1,794,048
I .660,034
94,292
127,288
07,490
2,748,662 (3)
-----
2,731,877 (4)
2,320,540 (5)
// 6. California, Berkeley 4,089,470 (6)
9lantord 2,379,079 108,119 81.5 125.9 207.1, 99,000 5,100 480.996 71,514 522,510 1,192,573 140,985 1,886,068 (8)
~. Chi.cago 1,271,450 05,913 25,125 60,788 57 119 176 146,525 436,418 81,357 517,775 1,078,995 132,797 1,729,567 (9)
·l Ii 10. Minnesotli 2,220,611 73,627 96 80 176 J43,904 ) ,400 516,090 64,835 500,925 1.106,021 98,332 1,786,070 (10)
+ rl. 'Iolonta 1,944,356 117,700 74 114 188 13,571 "',950 205,533 (~9,671 335,204 810,893 58,217 1,204,314 (11)
13. Permsylvani.s. University 1,83),638
._~----
71,983 7,820 64 ,155 74 121 195 55,039 5,050 909.328 66,906 1.519,210 (13)
+ 14. P~inceton 1,834,074 85,800 1,653 84,147 52.6 122.9 175.5 25,920 5,000 392,999 41,540 434,539 749,307 74,411 1,258,317 (14)
+ 15. Ind.i..ana 1,787,194 not kept 75 87 162 121,000 5,400 591,000 93,000 uP4,OOO 908,000 48,500 1.640,500 (15)
1,207,447 (16)
1,653,902 (7)142,998
692,703
1,025,055
50,900
._-----_.- .._._---._-" -- _._-- ---. ---"'~._.
463,836
485,92930,3235,19693,640199.3127,671. 776,2841,591,346.j. 17. Ohio Scate
+ 16. Duke 1,592,677 57,745 2,797 54,9 /.8 47.5 87.5 135 65,969 5,200 397,758 44,718
---_... ------------
455,606
--------------
19. Texas University 1,578,490 72,093 50.3 78.8 129,1 139,285
382,392 729,987 90,437 1,202,816 (18)
------
+ JJ 18. Nor thweste.rn 1,587,192 58,481 67 67 134 73,306 .5,200
5,028 881,196 23,480 904,675 709,714 89,908 1,704,297 (19)
20. Wisconsin 1,445,521 72,536 14,5 79 153.5 106,248 4,812 49~, 991 51,640 548,631 061,347 72,630 1,482,608 (20)
-I- 21. North Carolina 1,349.504 71,120 4,645 66,475 54 60 114 90,595 5,000 420,289 46,913 467,202 630,104 39,079 1,136,305 (21)
... See Footnotes
89.5 152
.. Bibliographical countJ
22. Utah
#- 23. Washington, Seattle
1,314,026
1.267,031
64,502
97,392
11 Excludes micl'otext
36.5 31 67.5
241. 5
78,750
129,929
5,400
5,280
225,531
627,051
18,820
184,070
24/~,351
011,130
272, ZOO
1,281,749
46,811
139,486
563,362 (22)
2,232,366 (23)
IlISTI'lVllDB COLLICTIOIIS
StatUti.. 1962/63
(coati_)
PDSOIIllllL
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l!XPIIIDITUUS
Academic
24 . .Johns Hopkins
(1)
Voll. iD
library
1,262,532
(2)
Voll.
acqrd.
87,988
(3)
Vola.
vt. th-
drllVll
(4)
Voh.
added
(5)
Prof.
ataff
30
(6)
Non-
prof.
staff
60
(7)
Total
staff
90
(8)
lIours
of
etudent
88&Ot8.
35,761
(9)
LOwest
belin.
prof.
sal. pd.
$5,200
(10)
Books.
Periodi-
cala,
Etc.
$183,347
(11)
Binding
~28,700
(12)
Total
Books
6
Binding
$212,047
(13)
Total
aalaries
6
wage.
~440,304
(14)
Other
opera-
. tina
expendi-
tures
$160,924
(15)
Total
library
operating
expend! turea
~813, 275 (24)
25. Hev York Unlverlity 1,222,821 74,702 •4 7 87 134 30,000 5,500 249,795 43,050 292,845 759,464 1,052,309 (25)
+ 26. Virginia
27. Brovo
28. Mhoaour!
29. Iowa Unher &i ty
+ 30. Louiaiana State
31. Rutgers
1.214,625
1,211,378
1,156,596
1,131,845
1,100,889
1,078,916
59,839
42,840
58,868
47,715
58,671
61,151
702
2,217
2,005
59,137
40,623
59,146
30
39
40
40.3
59
48
51
56
72
57.8
63.5
59
81
95
112
98.
122.5
107
35,000
43,160
61,134
63,741
78.862
52,160
4,920
4,920
4,200
5,500
4,900
5,237
314,327
209,976
394,042
401,912
393,872
311,545
36,297
25,010
48,382
44,642
47,324
36,027
350,624
234,986
442,424
446,554
441,196
347,572
452,952
... 91,872
522,893
593,114
670,255
669,150
40,635
54,413
75,579
70,694
70,193
46,570
844,211 (26)
781,271 (27)
1,040,896 (28)
1,110,362 (29)
1,181,644 (30)
1,063,292 (31)
32. Pit~sbur8h 1,072,713
33. Calif .. Southern 1,052,942
+ h 34. Kansas 1,018,347
45,989
45,049
55,501
44.3
50.8
42.7
66
58
56.3
110.3
108.8
99
49,928
79,121
82,071
4,800
5,000
5,600
269,601
238,668
384,223
29,148
29,043
22,494
298,749
267,711
406,717
524,297
615,322
528,918
218,814
61,790
66,041
1,041,860 (32)
944,823 (33)
1,001,676 (34)
+ 35., Florida University 1,017,405
+ # 36. Kentucky
• l7. Michigan Stau
+ ]8. Oregon
-------
40. Hass. Inst. Tech.
41. Washington,St. Louis
42. Joint University
43. Cincinnati
44. Colorado
+ 45. Wayne
... 4&. Washington StaU
1,003,158
9&0,355
923,257
887,803
885,947
882,740
881,685
844,692
839,540
833,750
800,000
46,976
49,441
66,770
56,630
62,123
57,137
38,467
40,380
17,624
55,886
16,518
385
4,027
2,830
9,826
1,890
49 ,0~6
62,743
53,800
28,641
53,996
45,334
59.6
48.1
45
44
27
40
42
33.5
23
38.4
44.5
21. 7,
88
41.1
56.5
50
42.3
67
65
33
40
54.5
66.1
.37
147.6
89.2
101.5
94
&9.3
107
107
66.5
63
92.9
110.6
58.7
102,678
60,000
113,000
47.287
41,237
25,4;;1
55,000
76,780
31,825
73,198
96,442
41,817
5,200
4,900
5,160
5,700
4,404
4,600
5,400
5,040
5,328
5,220
5,904
5,800
306,758
245,644
424,851
242,553
264,656
141,813
216,150
180,779
142,225
367,530
288,447
172,394
36,468
37,984
38,000
28,924
24,222
24,050
31,619
24,625
19,57S
41,498
32,587
18,319
343,226
283,628
462,851
271,477
288,878
165,863
247,769
205,404
161,800
409.028
321,034
190,713
736,910
467,978
639,613
548,274
292,868
498,175
500,501
344,240
292,534
565,860
767,937
355,806
12,122
47,508
42,982
27,214
42,440
88,336
29,232
9,500
37,508
94,600
29,534
1,118,930 (35)
783,728 (36)
1,149,972 (37)
843,878 (38)
608,960 (39)
697,478 (40)
836,606 (41)
578,878 (42)
463,834 (43)
1,012,396 (44)
1,183,571 (45)
576,053 (46)
+ See Footnotes 11 Excludes lllicrotext • Bibliographical count
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Statistics 1962/63
(continued)
DlsnronOll COLLECnONS PERSOIlll!1 EXPENDITURES
Academic
(I)
Vols. in
library
(2)
Vole.
acqrd.
(3)
Voh.
...ith-
drawn
(4)
Vols.
added
(5)
Prof.
staff
(6)
Non-
prof.
staff
(7)
Total
staff
(8)
Hours
of
student
asants.
(9)
Lowest
begin.
prof.
8al. pd.
(Ill)
Booka,
Periodi-
cala.
Etc.
(Il)
Binding
(12)
Total
Books
6
Binding
(13)
Total
salaries
6
...ages
(14)
Otller
opera-
ting
expeDdi-
tures
(15)
Total
library
operating
expendi turee
47. Il.ochester 781,496 34,993 2,714 32,279 43.5 64.5 108 59,270 $5,000 $242,331 $33,334 $275,665 $552,319 $57,332 $885,316 (47)
48. Tennessee 742,032 38,623 1,498 37,125 39 70 109 35,739 5,000 281,390 26,003 307,393 437,338 34,259 778,990 (48)
1,127,551 (50)62,175612,104453,272..... ._- --- 31,05642,867701,2304 50. Pennsylvania State
.. 49. Nebraska 736,809 24,768 36 45 81 51,609 _~ 277,653 23,576 301,229 401,549 29,606 732,384 (49)
1,153 41.714 51.9 77.2 129.1 ,"" .... .L V ...... , .. I """."Ul
51. Oklahoma State 687,947 33,353 21 37 58 47,651 5,100 210,423 34,849 245,272 250,274 34,849 530,395 (51)
52. St. Louis 667,465 25,893 30.8 38.8 69.6 21,436 5,400 130,338 24,279 154,617 339,726 46,068 540,411 (52)
+ 53. No tre Dame 666,86, 21,636 30 30 60 34,329 5,076 190,448 14,486 204,934 301,103 15, 730 521,767 (53)
+ If 54. Syracuae 660,026 44,620 47.5 66.5 114 66,699 5,000 306,553 32,089 338,642 496,379 57,029 892,050 (54)
+ 55. Florida Sta te 626,319 33,637 35 32 67 37,939 4,700 150,064 22,262 172,326 355,481 29,079 556,886 (55)
+ 56. Purdue
----
620,022 60,022 28.5 111.8 140.3 71,682 6,200 451,488 49,046 500,534 674,787 78,986
59. Maryland 552,007 52,317 2,283
60. lo....s State 536,759 14,468 6,056 8,576 18 37.5 55.5 35,335 5,500 I 144,945 33,671 178,616 323,643 20,586 522,845 (60)
61. Georgetown
62. Texas A&H
--, 63. Connecticut
532,619
456,598
451,368
28,825
22,989
37,817
508 22,481
14
20
17
19
30.5
30
33
50.5
47
37,754
. 37 .150
25,000
4,500
5,220 I
5,360 I
109,041
102,881
375,282
17,850
1l,151
12,848
126,899
1l4,032
388,130
231,031
188,407
243,206
9,650
21,957
48,902
367,580 (61)
324,396 (62)
680,238 (63)
TOTAL 88,618,315 3,934,696 168,278 1,476,105 3,595.5 5,122'.2 8,717.7
I
4,686,783 $3J7,673 ,$23,864,116 $2,977,859 $27,245,727 $45,485,462 $4,867,025 $79,935,076
MEDIAl' 1,406,639 65,578 7,316 61,504 57,1 81.3 138.4 74,393 5,207 384,905 48,817 432,471 721,991 77,254 1,268,810
MEDIAl' LAST YEAR 1,343,912 59,061 55 75 ·00 338,965 45,253 381,299 691,936 66,884 1,139,040
+ See Pootnotes , Excludes microtext
;;t,,~..
1,072,713
J
1
I
ARL STATISTICS 1962/63
(Academic Institutions)
Volumes in Library
1. Harvard 7,073,689 32. Pittsburgh 1,072,713
2. Yale 4,693,072 33. California 1,052,942
3 • Illinois 3,634,643 Southern
4. Michigan 3,133,503 34. Kansas 1,018,347
5. Columbia 3,088,460 35. Florida 1,017,405
6. California 2,829,330 36. Kentucky 1,003,158
( Berkeley) 37. Michigan State 960,355
7. Cornell 2,413,369 38. Oregon 923,257
8. Stanford 2,379,079 39. Oklahoma U. 887,803
9. Chicago 2,271,450 40. M.LT. 885,947
10. Minnesota 2,220,811 41. Washington 882,740
11. Toronto 1,944,356 (St. Louis)
12. California 1,866,651 42. Joint University 881,685
(Los Ange les) 43. Cincinnati 844,692
13. Pennsylvania 1,835,638 44. Colorado 839,540
14. Princeton 1,834,074 45. Wayne 833,750
15. Indiana 1,787,194 46. Washington State 800,000
16. Duke 1,592,672 47. Rochester 781,496
17. Oh io State 1,591,346 48, Tennessee 742,032
18. Northwestern 1,587,192 49. Nebraska 736,809
19. Texas 1,578,490 50. Pennsylvania State 701,230
20. Wisconsin 1,445,521 51. Oklahoma State 687,947
21. North Carolina 1,349,584 52. St. Louis 667,465
22. Utah 1,314,026 53. Notre Dame 666,862
23. Washington 1,267,031 54. Syracuse 660,026
(Seattle) 55. Florida State 626,319
24. Johns Hopkins 1,262,532 56. Purdue 620,462
25. New York U. 1,222,821 57. Temple 619,835
26. Virginia 1,214,625 58. Boston 563,364
27. Brown 1,211,378 59. Maryland 552,007
28. Missouri 1,156,596 6O. Iowa State 536,759
29. Iowa 1,131,845 61. Georgetown 532,619
3O. Louisiana State 1,100,889 62. Texas A&M 456,598
31. Rutgers 1,078,916 63. Connecticut 451,368
Median
22
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ARL STATISTICS 1962/63
(Academic Institutions)
Volumes Acquired
I. Harvard 195,577 32. M. LT. 57,137
2. California 154,104 33. Oregon 56,630
(Los Angeles) 34. Colorado 55,886
3. California 143,864 35. Kansas 55,501
(Berke ley) . 36. Maryland 52,317
4. Cornell 141,932 37. Kentucky 49,441
5. Michigan 125,756 38. Iowa U. 47,715
6. Yale 119,946 39. Florida U. 46,976
7. Toronto 117,700 40. Pittsburgh 45,989
8. Illinois 108,823 4l. California 45,049
9. Stanford 108,119 Southern
10. Columbia 97,430 42. Syracuse 44,620
II. Washington 97,392 43. Pennsylvania State 42,867
(Seattle) 44. Brown 42,840
12. Johns Hopk'ins 87,988 45. Joint University 40,380
13. Chicago 85,913 46. Tennessee 38,623
14. Princeton 85,800 47. Washington 38,467
15. Ohio State 76,284 (St. Louis)
16 • New York U. 74,702 48. Connecticut 37,817
17. Minnesota 73,627 49. Temple 36,347
18. Wisconsin 72,536 50. Rochester 34,993
19. North Carolina 71, 120 5I. Florida State 33,637
20. Texas University 72,093 52. Oklahoma State 33,353
21- Pennsylvania 71,983 53. Georgetown 28,825
22. Michigan State 66, 770 54. Boston 28,529
23. Utah 64,502 55. Notre Dame 27,636
24. Oklahoma U. 62,123 56. St. Louis 25,893
25. Rutgers 61,151 57. Nebraska 24,768
26. Purdue 60,022 58. Texas A&M 22,989
27. Virginia 59,839 59. Cincinnati 17,624
28. Missouri 58,868 60. Washington State 16,518
29. Louisiana State 58,671 61- Iowa State 14,463
30. Northwestern 58,481
3I. Duke 57,745 *Indiana and Wayne not kept.
Median 57,745
23
24
ARL STATISTICS 1962/63
(Academic Institutions)
Expenditures for Books, Binding and Periodicals
1. California
(Berkeley)
2. California
(Los Angeles)
3. Harvard
4. Illinois
5. Texas U.
6. Corne 11
7. Washington
(Seattle)
8. Michigan
9. Yale
10. Ind iana
11. Minnesota
12. Columbia
13. Stanford
14. Wiscons in
15. Pennsylvania U.
16. Chicago
17. Purdue
18. Ohio State
19. North Carolina
20. Maryland
21. Duke
22. Michigan State
23. Pennsylvania State
24. Iowa U.
25. Missouri
26. Louisiana State
27. Princeton
28. Colorado
29. Kansas
30. Connecticut
31. Northwestern
32. Virginia
$1,265,333
1,242,710
1,168,817
906,585
904,675
853,693
811,130
809,740
805,416
684,000
580,925
565,024
552,510
548,631
542,976
517,775
500,534
485,929
467,202
467,017
463,836
462,851
453,272
446,554
442,424
441,196
434,539
409,028
406,717
388,130
382,392
350,624
33. Rutgers
34. Florida U.
35. Syracuse
36. Toronto
37. Wayne
38. Tennessee
39. Nebraska
40. Pittsburgh
41. New York U.
42. Oklahoma U.
43. Kentucky
44. Rochester
45. Oregon
46. Calif ornia
Southern
47. Washington
(St. Louis)
48. Oklahoma State
49. Utah
50. Brown
51. Johns Hopkins
52. Temple
53. Joint University
54. Notre Dal1e
55. WaShington State
56. Iowa State
57. Florida State
58. M. 1.T.
59. Cincinnati
60. St. Louis
61. Boston
62. Georgetown
63. Texas A&M
$347,572
343,226
338,642
335,204
321,034
307,393
301,229
298,749
292,845
288,878
283,628
275,665
271,477
267,711
247,769
245,272
244,351
234,986
212,047
205,525
205,404
204,934
190,713
178,616
172,326
165,863
161,800
154,617
145,135
126,899
114,032
Median 350,624
.l__. __
T
1
I ARL STATISTICS 1962/63
(Academic Institutions)
Total Library Operating Expenditures
25
1. Harvard
2. California
(Berkeley)
3. California
4. Illinois
5. Michigan U.
6. Corne 11
7. Columbia
8. Washington
(Seattle)
9. Yale
10. Stanford
11. Minnesota
12. Chicago
13. Texas U.
14. Ohio State
15. Indiana
16. Pennsylvania U.
17. Wisconsin
18. Princeton
19. Purdue
20. Duke
21. Toronto
22. Northwestern
23. Wa~l1e
$4,775,402
4,089,478
3,391,722
2,748,662
2,731,877
2,711,166
2,320,548
2,232,366
2,126,067
1,886,068
1,786,078
1,729,567
1,704,297
1,653,082
1,640,500
1,519,210
1,482,608
1,258,317
1,254,306
1,207,447
1,204,314
1,202,816
1,183,5 7 1
33. Pittsburgh
34. Missouri
35. Colorado
36. Kansas
37. California
Southern
38. Syracuse
39. Rochester
40. Virginia
41. Oregon
42. Washington
(St. Louis)
43. Johns Hopkins
44. Kentucky
45. Brown
46. Tennessee
47. Nebraska
48. Temple
49. M.LT.
50. Connecticut
51. Oklaho~a U.
52. Boston
53. Joint University
54. Washington State
55. Uta:;
$1,041,860
1,040,896
1,012,396
1,001,676
944,823
892,050
885,316
344,211
843,878
836,606
813,275
783,728
781,271
778 , 990
732,384
705,479
697,478
680,238
608,960
600,396
578,878
576,053
.~~ 3.3:;2
26 •
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
.-. .- .;. :.. -- ~ ..: -.':' :::.:.:-=
North Carolina
. Pennsylvania State
Florida U.
Iowa University
Maryland
Rutgers
New York U.
1, : .... .; , ':"', -..:
1,136,385
1,127,551
1,118,930
1,110,362
1,081,944
1,063,292
1,052,309
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
Oklahoma State
Iowa State
Notre Dame
Cincinnati
Georgetown
Texas A&M
5':'0, .:.ll
530,395
522,845
521,757
463,834
367,580
324,396
Median 1,052,309
\
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I ARL STATISTICS 1962/53(Academic Institutions)
25
Per cent of Total Library Expenditures Spent for Books, Periodicals and Bindinp
I. Connecticut 57.06 33. Georgetown 34.52
2. Texas University 53.08 34. Iowa State 34.16
3 . Oklahoma U. 47.44 35. Washington State 33.11
4. Oklahoma State 46.24 36. Illinois 32.98
5. Utah 43.37 37. Rutgers 32.69
6. Maryland 43.16 38. Minnesota 32.53
7. Missouri 42.50 39. Northwestern 31.79
8. Indiana 41.69 40. Corne 11 31.49
9. Virg inia 41.53 41. Oregon 32.17
10. Nebraska 41.13 42. Rochester 31.14
II. North Carolina 41.11 43. California 30.94
12. Kansas 40.60 (Berkeley)
13. Colorado 40.40 44. Florida State 30.94
14. Michigan State 40.25 45. Florida U. 30.67
15. Iowa U. 40.22 46. Brown 30.08
16. Pennsylvania State 40.20 47. Chicago 29.94
17. Purdue 39.91 48. Michigan 29.64
18. Tennessee 39.46 49. Washington 29.62
19. Notre Dame 39.28 (St. Louis)
20. Duke 38.41 50. Ohio State 29.38
21. Syracuse 37.96 51. Stanford 29.29
22. Yale 37.88 52. Temple 29.13
23. Louisiana State 37.34 53. Pitt?burgh 28.67
24. Wisconsin 37.00 54. St. Louis 28.61
25. California 36.64 55. Cal ifornia 28.33
(Los Angeles) Southern
26. Washington 36.33 56. New York U. 27 .83
27. Kentucky 36.19 57 • Toronto 27.83
28. Pennsylvania U. 35.74 58. Wayne 27 .12
29. Joint University 35.48 59. Johns Hopkins 26.07
30. Texas A&M 35.15 60. Harvard 24.48
31. Cincinnati 34.88 61. Columbia 24.35
32. Princeton· 34.53 62. Boston 24.17
63. M.LT. 23.78
Median 34 .• 53
I
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